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1. INTRODUCTIVE 
This paper is concerned with irreducible projective representations of finite 
(especially nilpotent) groups over number fields. Proving results in this direction 
is not merely a task of generalizing known theorems from the linear theory, 
because the multiplicator, a rather interesting object, enters. 
We shall investigate more closely the Schur indices of the irreducible projective 
representations of a finite nilpotent group over a number field and one of the 
main results reduces this question to those for certain cyclic algebras. It should 
be pointed out however that this reduction is not quite satisfactory because the 
single steps involve quite a lot of factor-system manipulations. But at present 
I know of no better method. One difficulty which prevents one from using 
metbods similar to those in the linear theory is that the fields which are generate 
over the ground field by the values of projective characters may be quite 
general. 
Essentially we use Clifford’s theory for projective representations, facts 
from group cohomology, and-to a smaller extent-the explicit reciprocity law of 
SafareviE-Kneser for the local norm residue symbol [8]. 
There are some papers concerning the foundations of the theory of projective 
representations, for instance [6, 16] and also in [5, Chap. V; Sects. 23-251, but 
not all which is needed in the present paper is covered there. Above ali this is 
true for several aspects of Clifford’s theory for projective representations. A 
good reference in this connection seems to be [13; Sect. 2]. But we have to add 
some more details. Especially we use the ideas of [7] in an appropriate 
form. 
This paper extends related work in [3,9, 111. I would like to thank the referee 
for his critical and useful remarks. 
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2. SOME REPRESENTATION THEORY 
To begin with let G be a finite group, k a subfield of @, andf: G x G + k* 
a central factor system of G into the multiplicative group k” of k. The linear 
cquivalencc classes of projective representations of G over k corresponding to 
the factor system f are in bijective correspondence with the isomorphism 
classes of representations of the so-called (central) twisted group algebra 
(k, G,f) := 3 ke, , 
XEC 
es,, = fb, r> e,, . (2.1) 
Sometimes we do not distinguish between projective representations of G over 
k corresponding to f and representations of (k, G, f). But it will become clear 
from the context which concept we are using, for instance, if we write T(e,) 
we view T as a representation of (k, G, J), and the notation T(x) indicates that T 
is viewed as a projective representation of G. NTe make of course a similar 
convention for the characters (traces) of representations. If f is cohomologous 
to a central factor system g, f = (Sc)g, c: G - + k* a function, say, then ez M 
c -I(X) e, yields an isomorphism of k-algebras 
(k, G, f) 2 (k, G, ~9. 
Hence up to isomorphism the twisted group algebra (k, G, f) is determined by 
the cohomology class3 in the second cohomology group W(G, k*) of G with 
respect to the trivial G-module k*. The algebra (k, G,f) is semisimple and in 
order to classify the irreducible projective representations of G over k belonging 
to f one has to investigate its simple components. If T is some C-irreducible 
representation of @ @ (k, G,J) with character (trace) x, then the center of the 
simple component A(G, X) of (k, G, f) is k(x), i.e., the field which is obtained 
from k by adjoining to k all the values of x. (In general these character field 
extensions are not normal; comparc [3, p. 931.) 
All facts just mentioned are proved for instance in [3; 5, Chap. \‘, Sect. 231 or 
[16, Sects. 4, 51. 
l’he main goal of this paper is to reduce questions about (iz, G, f) to the 
case where G is Abclian-at least when the given group is nilpotcnt. This is 
motivated by the decomposition (compare [ 11, (1.2)J) 
fP(G, k”) s H*(G, W(k)) x IZ”(G/‘G’, F(k)), (2.2) 
G’ denoting the commutator subgroup of G, W(k) denoting the torsion part of 
k”, and F(/z) denoting the torsion-free part of k*. Samcly, the cohomology 
class 3~ IP(G, k”) has a trivial component in H2(G,/G’, F(k)) if and only if all 
projective f-rcprcsentations of G over k may bc linearized to a certain finite 
representation group G(f) depending on f (compare [l 1, (1.16)]), and a simple 
component of (h, G, f) may be viewed as a simple component of the or 
group algebra (K, G(f)). H ence, modulo linear repr~se~tat~~~ theory, the 
sculpts come from IP(GIG’, P(k)). But G/G’ is Abelian and so one can hope 
to reduce all questions to the Abelian case. Actually, one has to do this ~ed~ct~~~ 
only for certain hyperelementary groups because of 
(2.3) THEOREM. Let x be an irreducible character of C @ (k, 6, f) with 
corresponding simple component A(G, x). Then for every prime divisor p of the 
index of A(G, X) there is a i;(x)-p-elementary subgroup H < G and a ~-~~~e~~~ib~~ 
f-character I: of H with corresponding simple componertt A(H, 5) of (R(X), BE, f), 
such that thep-part of s,&) is equal to the index of A(H, 5). 
At present I have no method to treat Schur index questions for an arbitrary 
K-elementary group. But if k contains a primitive @h root of unity for every 
prime divisor p of j G 1, then it follows at once from the de~~~t~~~s that esiery 
~~e~ernen~ar~ subgroup of G is elementary, i.e., ~~~ote~t~ 
J;f H is a nitpotent group and if H = HI x Hz x .._ is its ~~~~~p~s~~~~ 
into the direct product of its Sylow subgroups Hi , then via restK~~t~(~~ we get 
the isomorphism 
H2(H, k*) s Hs(Hl I k”) x H2( 
and correspondingly 
where& = res zi(j). 
In view of these facts we shall assume later that G is a p-group, thereby 
obtaining a first appro~~a~ion to the general case. 
Here we interrupt the representation theoretic part and turn to group eoho- 
mology. 
3, SOME GROUP ~O~OMO~OGY 
A key role in later reduction arguments is played by the observation that every 
central factor systemf: G x G -+ L? of a finite group G into an Abehan group 
yields a bimultiplicative pairing 
wf: Gx x 6,+-Q 
for any two subgroups G, , Ga of G which commute, i.e,, for which [Cl p G,] = 1. 
Namely one defines 
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compare [16, p. 1571. Obviously mf depends only on the cohomology classJ off 
and if we denote (for arbitrary finite groups HI , H,) by P(fI, , H, ; Sz) the 
group of bimultiplicative pairings of III x H, into Q we get a homomorphism 
H’(G, 52) ---% P(G,,G;Qn), fhw,, (3.2) 
Q regarded as a trivial G-module. Especially this applies to a central extension 
1 -+ IV -+ G -+ H-P 1 of finite groups. Using the exact sequence of Hochschild- 
Serrc one obtains the following exact sequence; compare [6, Sect. 11. 
I -+ Hom(l1, Q) --@+ Hom(G, Q) 2% Hom(N, Q) 
(3.3) 
-L H’(H, Q) inP+ H2(G, Q) ---% H”(N, Q) x P(G, IV; Q), 
7 denoting “transgression” and 0 -L res x w, the product of the restriction map 
and the “pairing map” w. If -0 is infinitely divisible, then the last term in this 
sequence may be replaced by P(G, N; Q) (and then 0 = w). 
We shall not USC the exact sequence above explicitly, but it may help to under- 
stand the interplay between group cohomology and representation theory to be 
discussed in Section 4. We note that 
P(G , G , Q) .s Hom(G, , Hom(G, , a)), 
and therefore if G is a p-group and N a central subgroup of order p we have 
4(G) denoting the Frattini subgroup of G. This observation may be used for 
instance to deduce from (3.3) the Gaschiitz-Neubiiser-Yen estimation for the 
order of H2(G, C*). 
4. CLIFFORD'S THEORY 
Now we go back to representation theory. Our aim is to reduce Schur index 
questions for irreducible projective representations of a finite group G to the 
analog questions for groups of smaller order. This is done by Clifford’s theory 
for projective representations. That this theory is valid may be seen as follows. 
For any central factor system f G x G -+ k” of a finite group G into the multi- 
plicative group K* of a subfield h C @ one may construct the group 
G(f) = {(a, x) / a E A*, x E G}, 
(% 4(B, r> I= w,f~“% 39, VI. 
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Projective f-representations T of G become linear representations 17 of G(S) 
by defining 
T((a, x)) := ET(X). 
If ?’ is induced by an f-se~rese~tation S of a subgroup U < G and if C(f) 
denotes the subgroup of G(f) of all ((Y, Y), a: E k*, y E U, then p is induced by 3. 
A. similar statement is true for the restriction map of representations. Since ail 
subgroups of G(f) containing ((cy, 1) 1 ti E k*) have finite index in G(J) we may 
deduce CliEorord’s theory for projective representations from ClifTords origina! 
paper [2]. Various results of tbis theory are listed in [13, Sect. 21. In what follows 
it will help the reader to beep the following formulas in mind: Let 1%; LL G 
be a normal subgroup and let (e,), x E G, be a R-basis of (k, 6, f). Then (e,), 
n E IV, is a R-basis of (k, iV, f) : = (k, Ar, resATG(f)), and we have 
where 
If N is central we have e,e, =f(x, n) emn , enez = f (q X) e,, , hence 
where wf: G x N+ k* is the pairing defined under (3.1). 
Now let x be a C-irreducible f-character of G (trace of a ~-~rred~c~b~e f- 
representation of G), N A G a normal subgroup, and 4 a C-irreducible con- 
stituent of WesNG(x). The inertia group I= I(+) of (b is given by 
I:=J(qg:=(XEG~p=q5), 
where according to (4.1) 
cfi”(n) := cd&, ~)~(~~-l). 
GHFord’s theory yields a ~-irreducible f-character < of I such that 
some FEN. (4.5) 
In view of later applications it is sufficient to assume d,(l) = 4 F although the 
following constructions may be generalized to arbitrary degree. So let 
(b(l) = 1. 
Then the second condition of (4.5) says that 117 belongs to the (~roj~cti~~)~er~e~ 
of a representation S corres~o~d~g to t. Therefore we may reduce S module IV.. 
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To be more precise, let {u,> be a set of right coset representatives of I module N 
such that 
w4 = d(% T) %T > d(u, T) E N. 
Then 
w%) = f(% %)-l#+w?), ?&EN. 
It is easy to show that we get a projejtive representation (b” of I of degree 1 
with some central factor system g: I x I + A($)* by defining 
&nzc,> : =.f(n, %“d(n>. 
Since we may assumef( 1, X) =f( y, 1) = 1 for all X, y E G, we have: 
Define 
R(x) := S(x) @ &c), XEI. 
Then R becomes a projective representation of I with central factor system 
fg-l: I x I + A($)*. R has the property R(n) = Id for all n E N and thus is 
inflated by a projective representation of F := I/N. Let us denote by p the 
corresponding projective character of F. Similarly the factor system fg-l is 
inflated by a factor system t of F. Summarizing we have 
5 = 6 0 I&Q), reslG(f) = g * infr’(t). (4-e) 
Note that g depends on the factor system d corresponding to the extension 
1 -+ N---f I + F -+ 1. The following lemma is easy to prove. 
(4.7) LEMMA. If+(l) = 1, I = G and K = K(x), then 
-4G x> GZ 4% $1 C&c AGIN, P) VW 4) = ~W)* 
(A similar statement is also true when $(l) > 1.) 
Next we turn to the ideas of [7]. 
In view of later applications we make the following assumptions. 
I is normal in G, K(4) 3 K = K(x) is a Galois extension. (4.8) 
Let G(4) be the Galois group of K(4) 3 K. Set 
Al := SPK(4) = c p, 0 E GM 
D 
I, := I($,), 5 := Indfo(t). 
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The following lemma is easily proved by standard methods; compare, e.g., 
[7, p. 1281. 
(49) LEMMA. A(G, X) is Sicily to A(& f ?J (over K). 
~nrtbermore, with exactly the same methods used in [7, pp. 121, 122j (essen- 
tially Artin’s proof for the linear independence of characters) one gets 
(4.1 t> ktMMA. &/I G 6((j). 
Now we specialize to the case where N = Z is a central s~~g~o~~ of G. in this 
s~t~at~o~ we have the pairing q. - G X 24 k*. The following lemma follows 
from (4.2) and (4.4). 
(4.12) LEMMA. The inertia group I of 4 is equal to the left kemeE ZL of wi . 
Let 
2, : = IT.5 s 2 1 gzj f 4i=*j, 
i.e., 2, is the kernel of the homomorphism 4: Z+ C*/.K* induced by #I. Then 
we have the pairing ~9,: G X Z, -+ 89. Using (4.1 i) we get 
(4.13) LEMMA. The inertia group I, of&, is equal to the t%ft ~~~~~ ZOi of wof . 
Now fet Z(f) be the right kernel of q: G x %-+ k*. By Schur’s lemma each 
@-irreduciblef-character 9 of Z(f) . IS one dimensional. It is more or less obvious 
that each @-irreduciblef-character of Z(f) has the form A$ for fixed # and some 
h E Hom(Z(f), C*). Using (4.12) and the definition of Z(j’) we see that the 
inertia group of each C-irreducible f-character is equal to G. By (4.6) there are 
central factor systems t,: G/Z(f) X G/Z(f) + k:, k, :== k(A#), h E ~orn(~(~)? 
@ *) ) such that there is an isomor~hism of k-algebras (~orn~ar~ also [3 1 I p. 5Wj) 
Now call a C-irreducible f-character x of G R-induced by (U, T), U < G1 T 
a C-irreducible f-character of U, if 
x = IndUG and k(x) = &9* (4.15) 
‘These conditions imply 
A(G, X) is similar to A(U, T) (over 
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It is easy to prove that x is h-induced by (U, T) if and only if the character 
g of G/Z(j) corresponding to x under the isomorphism (4.14) is AA-induced by 
(U/X(f), 7) for a suitable A. 
If Z( 1’) is trivial we may have a nontrivial 
Zf : = {z E z f(z, 2’) - f(z’, z) for all z’ E Z). (4.16) 
Z, is the kernel of the symplcctic pairing w,: Z x Z+ K” associated to reszG(f). 
The inertia group of each C-irreduciblef-character of 2, is the left kernel Zf 
of the pairing w,: G x Zf -+ K*, compare (4.12). So wf yields a canonical 
isomorphism 
G’Zf g (Zf)A. (4.17) 
Let d, be a C-irreduciblcf-character of Zj (necessarily of degree I), let Z,.,, be 
the kernel of 4, and let Z,’ be the left kernel of wfo: G x Zf,o --f k”. Then using 
(4.13) wc conclude that there is a canonical isomorphism 
We get 
zof;Z e (Zf’,iZ,,(J-. (4.18) 
(4.19) hOPOSITIOA-. K(4) 1 k’ is a Kummer extension of exponent < 
ex~(Z&z~.~) bth Galois group G(4) isomorphic to (Z,/Zfeo)^. 
Sow assume G = Zof and let x be a @-irreduciblef-character of G such that d, 
is contained in Kes$,(X). Furthermore let 5 be a C-irreducible character of Z’ 
such that Rc$(f) = e ~~ for some e E N and x -: Ind$(e). Define G(t) :== 
(;al(K(t)!K). By (4.10) we have G(t) =::. G(4), and I: ro b cnius’ law of reciprocity 
yields 
(4.20) IXM.MA. If G - Zof then for ecery x c G/F the is some CT E G(4) : 
G(f) S&I that E” = p. 
Sow WC can prove an important lemma which occurs in connection with 
Schur index questions for linear rcprcsentations in a similar form in [4, (3.4)]. 
(4.21) LEMMA. In the notation used ahme assume G Zof. If the index of 
A(%*, f) is 1, the7z the aZgebra A(G, x) is similar to a crossed product r(K(f)/K, c) 
for some factor system c: G(f) x G(f) + h’( 4) * in the sense of Galois cohomology. 
Proof. Let t,,, =.: SAPS,;’ be a factor system corresponding to the extension 
1 ---+ Z’ + G - > G(f) -* 1 and let (e,), x E G, be a K-basis of (K, G, f) such that 
egV =f(x, y) erg, e, 7 1. Furthermore let 
B: (K Z’,J) - Wf7, f) 
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be the K-algebra epimorphism corresponding to [. G operates on A(.??, 4) as 
follows 
Sow form the algebra 
B :-= @A(%‘, f)u,, G ct G(t), 
c7 
u,uu,l : 7 i&z), v, =- P(eic ,) u,, ? 
G, T c G(t), a c A(Zf!‘, 0. The mapping y of (K, G, f) onto 13 defined by 
Y(ed :- =.f(x, s,>-l /Ye,.) u, , ss, c- G, .‘c E .z’ 
is an epimorphism of K-algebras. It follows that 
The group G(t) operates on A(Z’, 5‘) R XIat,,,(K(t)), vz =: [(I), as it operates 
on c. Ry (4.20) the map 
(r-1 ^ i,& Mat,,(K([)) + RIat,,(K(S)) 
is a K(l)-automorphism. Hence, by a well known result of Skolem-Xoether, 
there is a nonsingular matrix B, E Mat,(K(t)) such that for al! u E Mat,,(K(Q) 
(CT-’ 0 i &z) -. n, ‘an, . 
Define 
cc, : = .- up,), 2’, 1: C<,UC . (4.22) 
Then 
for some factor system c: G(t) x G(t) --f K(t)* in the sense of Gaiois coho- 
mology. The crossed product 
is a subalgebra of R with centralizer Mat,(K). Hence 
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(4.24) COROLLARY. Let k be a number $eld. If G = Z,,f and if the index 1 of 
A(Zf, c) is not equal to 1, then there is somefactor system cz: G(f) x G(f) -+ K(e)* 
such that the index of A(G, x) is equal to jl, where j is the index of the crossed 
product corresponding to C~ .
Proof. Define 
G(Z) :z G x ..- x G, f’“‘:ef x ..* xf, 
X (1) zzx x . . . x x (I times.) 
The inertia group of the C-irreducible f(J)-character 4 x 1 x ... x 1 of 
ZfXlX ... x 1 is 2, x G(z-l), and we have 
x(z) = Ind$&a(6 x x(‘-I)). 
The index of A(Zf x Gcz-l), t x ~(~-l)) over K is equal to 1. By (4.21) there is a 
factor system cl: G(c) x G(Q-+K(&* such that the index of A(G(I), x(~)) is 
equal to the index j of r(K(%)/K, cz). W e conclude that the index s,(x) of 
A(G, x) is equal to j.Z. Namely we have 
s&) R&%x) = SK(X) 1 ?) 0 E G(S). 
0 
Since S&)X is rational over K the number 1 divides sK(x). Write s&) = ZJ’, 
some 1’ E RJ. Then the index j of x(I) over K divides I’, hence s&x) = 1. j.l”, 
some I” E N. But xczj) has index 1 over K, hence I” = 1. 
If 2, should be trivial then we may consider 2 itself which therefore has a 
faithful C-irreducible f-representation so that the inertia group of each C-irredu- 
cible f-character of 2 is G. In this case we may obtain the C-irreducible f- 
characters from characters of 2 and G/Z by using the generalized form of (4.7). 
If 2 = Z(G) we shall finally arrive at an Abelian factor group. For further 
reference let us call the reduction process modulo 2, = Z(f), 2, = 2, , 2, = 2 
the “three step process.” 
5. IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS OVER C 
In this section our starting point is a p-group G and a series of subgroups 
1 = No < NI < -** < N, = A ~3 G, (5.1) 
A between G’ and the Frattini subgroup 4(G), such that 
Ni : NiM1 = p and Ni/N,-, < A/N,-, n Z(G/N,-,). 
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Obviously N1 < N,l. Let x be a C-irreducible f-character af G, 41 an irreducible 
constituent of Resgl(X), and let jr = t be the central factor system of N,~j+Ni 
defined under (4.6). Define iVz”/N1 as the left kernel of wf,: iV,‘jNX x NJNi -)- 
k$ , k1 the smallest field extension of k in which fr is realizable. Inductively we 
define fi and kg . iV( is called degenerate if Ni” = .&LX and -AT3 is called non- 
degenerate in the opposite ease. 
Let t : 28% -+ @* be the inclusion map and define h(f) := c of, 
(5.2) LEMMA.~ There are subpoups R,, = f&IA ared i?‘l = Hl;lA of the Abelian 
pup G/A which depend on L( f ), x, and the series (5.1) with ~~~~o%Zo~~g properties. 
(a) Za < ir, . 
(b) The b(f)-chmactev x of G is given by a tu$e% 
(?$I : %& 3---P %A 3 7% 
Proof. Note first that A < iV,I. Chfford’s theory shows that 
x = Ind$(J @ InPz:(p)), 
where 2VlL : = N,‘-IN, , d, a 4Xrreducible Q+haracter of iV; ) c$ a corresFon~~g 
character of NIL in the sense of (4.6), and p a a=-irreducibleJL-character of Nii9 
compare j13, p. IW]. The set of (ikredueible L(~)-characters of N, is given 
~hr f Q a fixed function on Ni such that 8~ = res~~,~(L(~)) and A1 E fli . This set 
yields equal characters of G if G # Nli, and so in this case we may take A, = I. 
The order of x1” is smaller than the order of G. ~~d~ct~ve~~7 we obtain a sub- 
PT 
PI ::== HI/A := N,l/A z- NTi/NV 
and a central factor systemf? of & such that x is given by a tupei 
(VA > rlz42 >a-*> %A > $4 
z Added in proof: A kas to be replaced after each reduction step, so this result has to 
be modii%. 
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T$ a f%ed function on Xi,!Ni-r such that 
67ji = rcsNi-dNi-l(fi-l), 
N,IN,-, 
Ai :-= I, if iXTi s nondcgcnerate and some fixed element of (NJ:\r~~l)* otherwise, 
and # some C-irreducible .f,-character of the Abelian group I71 . It is well 
known that the set of C-irreduciblef,.-characters of i$r is given by p#, 4 fixed, 
/I E (Rr)^; compare [ 16, (5.1)]. Let flu be the kernel of one (hence each) @- 
irreduciblefr-representation of 11, . l’hen 
‘1 := Res$(#) 
is a function on ii,, such that 61 = res#(fT) and t/~ vanishes on RI!,& . So the set 
{,8Sr, i /3 E (If,)^} is given by (h? / X E (J!&)^}. 
Finally the set of (projective) equivalence classes of C-irreducible c(f)-charac- 
ters of G is in bijective correspondence with the set of orbits of the C-irreducible 
L(f)-characters of G under the action of G given by multiplying with a linear 
character (compare [ 16, (6.1)], and so for A = G’ the equivalence class of x 
is given by a pair (X, , p), some h, E Afr if -VI is degenerate and h, = 1 otherwise, 
and p a representative of an orbit of the action of (Xt”/G’)^ on the set of C- 
irreducible fr-characters of Nr’/Xr . Sow we proceed inductively and use the 
fact that the Abelian group izr has exactly one (projective) equivalence class of 
irreducible fT-representations. 
(5.3) PHOPOSITIOIC. Let ((f) :,f= 1. I,et s denote the nun&r of :YA in the series 
(5.1) which are degenerate. Then the degree of x equals (HI: HO)‘/” . pr $. 
Proof. The statement follows from (5.2) if one uses the fact that a @- 
irreducible h-representation T of a finite Abelian group N has degree (H: D)lj2, 
II denoting the kernel of the symplectic pairing wh: H x H -+ @*. (T defines a 
@-irreducible faithful projective representation of H/D and this irreducible 
representation is unique!) 
6. SEMI-A~ELL~X FIELD EXTIXIOM AS NATURAL SPLITTING FIELDS 
A well known theorem of Roquette [14] says that every C-irreducible l- 
character x (1 the trivial central factor system) of a p-group G is rational over 
k(x) (resp. K(,Y, (-I)‘/‘) if p = 2). So one expects to obtain “natural” splitting 
fields for @-irreducible f-characters x of a P-group G and a nontrivial central 
factor system f: G x G + k” by extending R(X) in terms off and group theore- 
tical data. In the following proposition we shall construct in the number field 
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case a certain semi-Abelian extension of k(x) (i.e., a radical extension in which 
each step is Abelian) in terms off and the series (5.1). 
(6.1.) hOPOSITION. Let k be a number jield and let x be a @-irreducible 
f-character of a group G of or& pn. Set K := k(x) and let KC = k,(x), ki the 
smallest$eld extension in which fi is realizable (compare the beginning of Section 5). 
Furthermore Eet a = a(f) be the number of Ni in the series (5.1) such that the 
pairing 
is trivial (see (3.3)) and let s be the number of ATz in the series (5.1) which we dege- 
nerate. Ben theve is a Yadical extension Kf 1 K with the following properties, 
(a) The degree [K,: K] is at most p’-“. 
(b) Kf 6Jg A(G, X) is similar to (K, , HI/HO f fT) (compare (5.2)). 
(c) The index of A(G, x) divides p(n+s)/2-a and [Kf : K] * j W(K,):. 
Proof. If wf E P(G/N, , Nr ; K*) is trivial then by (4.14) the K-algebra 
A(G, x) is isomorphic to a simple component of (K, G/-VI , th) for a suitable 
h E flI. By (2.2) resgl(J) E H2(NI, W(K*)) is trivial if and oniy if resEI(f) E 
H2(NI , IT*) is trivial. resg,j) = 1 in N2(Nl, K*) means that some C-irredu- 
ciblef-character u of NI has all its values in K*. Now if K does not contain a 
primitive pth root of unity then q is trivial. In the opposite case each C-irredu- 
ciblef-character of NI is given by olh for some X E om(lV,, K”). So if resE,(f) = 
1 in N2(NI , K*) and K contains a primitive pth root of unity then x is k-induced 
by some @-irreducible f-character 5 of NIL (compare (4.1 I), (4.12), (4.139, 
(4.15)). In this case A(G, X) is similar to A(NIi, LJ. If neither I”L)~ nor resEl(f) is 
trivial then by (4.24) the index of A(G, X) is at most p times the index of a simple 
component &NIL, E) of (K, NIL,J) b ecause the crossed product algebra 
.T(K(t)jK, cr) occurring in (4.24) is cyclic of dimension p2 over K (compare 
(4.10) (4.19)). The center of A(N,l, f) is of the form K(4), 4 a C-irreducible 
f-character of NI . K(4) 3 K is a Kummer extension of degree p (compare 
(4.19)). Now we proceed inductively and obtain a semi-Abelian extension 
& 3 d( of degree at most pr-” (assertion (a)) and a central factor system fT of 
NTLjNF = p, into Kf” with corresponding sympiectic pairing q of RI whose 
kernel is ET0 and such that KY @ A(G, x) is similar to (the &nple algebra) 
(Kf , HI/B0 , f,) (assertion (b)) and such that the index of A(G, x) divides 
[Kf: K] times the index of (Kf , HI/HO , f,). The last index divides i IT(&) ) 
see (6.7), and by (5.3) it divides (HI: HO)llz. N ow it is easy to establish assertion 
Cc). 
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In order to obtain a “natural” splitting field of A(G, x) it is sufficient to 
construct a splitting field of (KY , HI/HO , fr). Since HI/H,, is Abelian we can 
construct a certain Kummer extension L, 3 Kf merely in terms of fv which 
splits (Kf, HI/HO, fr) (compare (6.6) ff.). So taking this for granted we have 
(6.2) THEOREM. Let G be a p-group and let f: G x G -+ k” be a central 
factor system of G into the multiplicative group k* of a number jield k C @Z. Let 
x be a c-irreducible f-character of G and let K = k(x). Then there is a semi- 
Abelian extension L, 1 K which depends on f and the series (5.1) which splits 
A(G, xl- 
We observe that the above construction of Kf 3 K depends merely on the 
torsion part off(compare (2.2)) an d so, if we assume that k contains the values of 
all the projective characters of G (as a rule such a field will be an infinite number 
field, especially no number field in our terminology), we may construct an 
interesting finite semi-Abe&n extension k, 3 k, k, the compositum of all 
k, , f~ HZ(G, k*), because H2(G, W(k)) is a finite group. 
The series (5.1) combined with (4.24) y ie Id s a sequence of cyclic Kummer 
algebras ri , where by a cyclic Kummer algebra over a number field K containing 
a primitive mth root of unity E we mean a cyclic crossed product algebra I’ = 
r(L/K, c), where L = K(alim) is a (cyclic) Kummer extension of degree m and 
c is a factor system. 
(6.3) PROPOSITION. Every cyclic Kummer algebra I’ = I’(L/K, c) as above is 
isomorphic to a central twistedgroup algebra of an Abeliangroup, which is isomorphic 
to a direct product of two isomorphic cyclic groups. 
Proof. Let a be a generator of the Galois group 93 of the extension L 1 K. 
We have r = r(LIK, c) z r(LIK, b), b =nzZ;’ c,,,~, and r may be described 
by generators 
(al/m)i, (bl/m)j, 1 &i,j,(m-1, 
with relations 
(all”)(bl’“) = l (b’/“)(al’“). 
Y x $9 operates on r in an obvious way as a group of K-algebra automorphisms 
fixing exactly the center K. Hence by [16, (7.4)] there is a central factor system 
such that 
t: (3 x 9) x (g x @-+K* 
rr (K, 9 X 9, t). 
Now we put together some previous results in the following theorem. 
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(6.4) THEOREM. Let G be afinitep-group, k a numberJieEd andf: G x G --+ k* 
a central factor system. Let furthermore A(G, x) be a simple com$on& of (lz, G, j) 
with center K. Then the reduction process described in Section 4, especially (4.24), 
applied to the series (5.1) yields pr-, cyclic algebras ri of type (I?, Z/p x Z/p, t), a 
the number as defined in (6.1), a semi-Abelian extension K,3 R, a s~bg~o~~ 
RI < G/A (necessarily Abelian) and a central factor system fT: RI x aI --f KT 
such that the index of A(G, x) is equal to the product of the indices o$ the Fi and the 
index of a simple component of (Kf , gI , f?). 
The above theorem provides us with a complete reduction to cyclic algebras 
if we can show that a simple component of (Kf, , fT) is isomorphic to a 
tensor product of cyclic algebras. 
be an Abelian group, k a number field, and t: El x N+ k* a central 
factor system. Let HO denote the kernel of the symplectis pairing wt: 6-I x iii + 
k*. If we reduce modulo H,, according to (4.14) we obtain 
each qA = C+ nondegenerate and therefore each (k, ) M/MO , t,J central simple. 
Now decompose the “symplectic space” (H/H,, OJJ into an orthogonal sum of 
‘“hyperbolic planes,” say (H/HO , wt) g l&l/m x Z/m9 wt), to obtain 
(k, H, t) z X (k, , H/HO , tA) = @ (kA , Z/m x Zjm, t,); (6.6) 
h h ‘m 
the algebras (k, , Z/m x Z/m, th) are cyclic Kummer algebras. 
Now any central simple algebra A = (k, Zjm x Z/m, Z) may be described by 
the mth norm residue symbol 
(a, b) = em *nv(A), (6.7) 
E denoting a primitive mth root of unity in k and 
Z/m x Z/m = (CT) x (T), 
a = fi t(a, ui), t(T, 5-j 1, 
i==l j=l 
and inv(A) denoting the Hasse invariant of A. For details concerning twiste 
group algebras of Abelian groups see [ll, Sect. 31. 
8. LOCAL NORM RESIDUE SYMBOL 
In the following we shall give a more detailed description of central simple 
twisted group algebras of type (K, B/m x H/m, t) by the local norm residue 
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symbols. For the real places we prefer a kind of Frobenius-Schur invariant as 
in the linear case; compare [I 1, (3.12)]. 
So let K be a finite extension of Q containing a primitive root of unity l of 
order m :: pu, t a central factor system of H/m x Z/m into A”, with nondegenerate 
wt , of the form t = fg,f taking its values in IV(k), g taking its values inF(k), and 
+ -- (n) a non-Archimedian prime of k. Let /z+ denote the completion with 
respect to the #-adic valuation and view t as a factor system in k; . 
Let Z/m x Z/m e (CT> x (T> and define 
m-1 w-1 
a(u) := n t(o, ui), 3(r) :- n t(7, 9). 
i--l j=l 
a: yields homomorphisms of (u) and (T) into K$/(h;)m. Write iy : bc with b 
taking its values in the group of mth root of unity of Kfi and c taking its values in 
F($), according to the decomposition t = fg. Then /z~ @ (k, (u) x (T), t) is 
characterized by 
Kow recall 
+ k,.Q”l. k; z (r) x Z/l x Z’q” x (Z, ) .F , (8.3) 
here q is the rational prime with the property /z/q, ! W(k/)! b”, (4 4) -- 1, 
I$+ the additive group of the q-adic numbers Z,, . We distinguish two cases: 
q + p and q :: p. ‘I’hc first case is simple: Write 
b(u) : ES(O), 6(T) : 8(-J, 0 < P(u), B(T) < m -. I, 
c(u) 7.1 TTY(Q), c(7) :- ?TY(T), 0 .< y(u), y(7) <m -- 1. 
Then, using elementary facts concerning the norm residue symbol (compare 
[I, Ex. 2]), one obtains 
If p r- 2 we have (-I@) = (-1) i- (fit l):m - E((Nj-l);2)X for SOme x, (2, x) r.. 1, - 
and if p + 2 we have (- l/+) = 1. Hence, 
-= ~((,vJ,-l)!n21Lolo)v(~) -fl(r)v(o)) if p+2 
= E(N~-l)((r/2)v(olr(~). (I/~~)O~O)Y(T)-~~/~)OIT~Y~U)) if p=2. (8.4) 
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Now let p = p. In this case we use the explicit computation of the local norm 
residue symbol as given by Safarevii: and Kneser. We use the notation of [S]. So 
let E, E* be the SafareviE functions, let T be the inertia field of kfi , let I be the 
ring of integral elements of T, and let e be the ramification index of kb ~ Then 
modulo (kT)m the elements a(o), a( 7 may be uniquely represented in the form ) 
- denoting equality in kg/(k$)m, 1 < i, j < pe/p - 1 I (i, p) = 1) (ji p) = 1) 
q(u), aj(~), A(o), A(T) ~1. Then for p # 2 
= ESP(r(u)A(7)-Y(7)A(01$6) (8.6) 
if nhli,j E( jA(u)A(T), ri+j) N I-In E(S, , G) E*(S) (according to (4.9)). Sp 
denotes the trace from T to Q, . For p = 2 
0, 7 
( 1 
__ = ESP(Y(o)A(T)-v(T)A(c)+6’) 
b 
with a rather complicated 6’. 
Although it may be very difficult in practice to represent the numbers a(a), 
G!(T) in the form (8.5) we see that in principaljit is possible to compute the 
Schur indices of irreducible projective representation of a finite p-group ever a 
number field. 
9. SOME EXAMPLES 
The simplest non-Abelian example is the case where G = 1 is an extra 
special p-group, i.e., I?’ = Z(P) g Z/p and P/P’ is elementary Abehan of 
exponentp. Let k be a number field andf: P x P -+ k* a central factor system. 
Let Z(f) be the right kernel of wf: P x P’ - k*. Either Z(f) = P’ or Z(f) = i i 
in the first case we reduce according to (4.14) to obtain 
So we are already in the Abelian case. 
Lf Z(f) = 1 then P has a faithful C-irreducible j-representation and so by 
[lo, (7.6); 12, (1.2)], P is the non-Abelian group of order p3 and exponent p if 
p f 2 and the dihedral group of order 8 if p = 2. In this case all Schur in 
equal 1 because the proper inertia group (P’)’ has a complement in P and so 
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the factor system c,,, of (4.23) which defines the crossed product algebra I’ in 
(4.21) is trivial. 
One can treat in a similar way the more general case where G has cyclic center 
Z(G) and G’ < Z(G). H ere one uses the classification of all such G which admit 
faithful G-irreducible projective representations [lo, (7.6)] together with the 
“3-step process” with Z = G’ mentioned at the end of Section 4. 
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